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ABSTRACT 
Many of the basic theorems about general "algebras" derived in [1, Ch. 6] 
are extended to a class of heterogeneous algebras which includes automata, state 
machines, and monoids acting on sets. It is shown that some algebras can be 
fruitfully studied, using different interpretations, both as (homogeneous) algebras 
and as heterogeneous algebras, and a non-trivial "free machine" is constructed 
as an application. The extent of the overlap with previous work of Higgins [9] 
is specified. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We generalize in this paper the usual [1, p. 132] not ion of  an "algebra",  
so as to include as special cases the notions of  a monoid acting on a set, 
"automaton"  (sequential machine) and "state machine" (semi-automaton). 
We show that most of  the general theory of  algebraic systems of  [1, Ch. 6] 
applies with undiminished force. Our basic definition is the following; 
it is essentially equivalent to that of  an "algebra with a scheme of  opera- 
tors" (or "Z -a lgebras" )  of  Higgins [9]; see also [14]. 
DEFINITION. An  algebra is a system A ---- [5 a, F]  in which: 
1. 5 P =- {S~} is a family of  non-void sets S~ of  different ypes of  elements, 
each called a phylum of the algebra A. The phyla S~ are indexed by some 
set I; i.e., Si ~ 5# for i ~ I (or are called by appropr iate names). 
2. F ---- {f~) is a set of  finitary operations, where eachf~ is a mapping 
f~ : Si(1.~) • S~(~.~) • " .  • S~(n<~),~) --~ S~(~) (1) 
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for some non-negative integer n(c0, function i~ : k --~ i(k, ~) from n(c 0 = 
{1, 2 ..... n(~)} to L and r(~) ~ L The operationsf~ are indexed by some set 
~2; i.e.,f~ ~ F for ~ ~ s (or are called by appropriate names). 
Thus each operation f~ assigns to each n(~)-tuple (xl ..... x~(~)), where 
x~ ~ Si(j,~), some value f~(x~, x2 ..... x~(~)) in S~(,). The operation f~ is 
said to be n(c~)-ary: unary when n(cQ = 1, binary when n(~) = 2, ternary 
when n(~) = 3, etc. When n(o 0 = 0 the operationf~ is called "nullary"; 
it selects a fixed element (distinguished constant) of S~(~). 
An algebra which has only one phylum will be called a homogeneous 
algebra; an algebra having more than one phylum, a heterogeneous algebra. 
The discussion of "universal algebra" in [1, Ch. 6] assumes homogeneity, 
but we shall show below that this assumption is unnecessary. 
For concreteness, we first give some familiar examples of heterogeneous 
algebras. 
EXAMPLE 1. A module M over a ring R is a heterogeneous algebra 
M = [6 r F1 u F2 u {v}] where 1 6r = {V, R} consists a of phylum V of 
vectors and a phylum R of scalars. The vectors form an Abelian group 
under the 3 operations of F1 = {+, --,  0}. The scalars from the ring R 
(with unity) under the 5 operations of F2 = {+, --,  0;. ,  1}. In addition 
there is a 9th operation v : R x V--~ V ("scalar multiplication"). These 
operations are made to satisfy the familiar module postulates [10, 
p. 190] A(a + b) = Aa + Ab, (A/z) a=A(tza), (A +/z)  a = Aa +/za, la =a. 
Observe that, when the module M is considered as a heterogeneous 
algebra, the ring R is explicitly defined and enjoys the status of a phylum 
along with V. Scalar multiplication is defined as a single operation 
v : R x V ~ V, and the class of all modules forms a single "family" of 
algebras, in the following sense. 
DEFINITION. TWO algebras A = [{Si}, F] and B = [{Ti}, F] are said 
to be similar, or to belong to the same family, when they have phyla and 
operations having the same names (or index-sets). 
Contrast the above definition of a module with the more sophisticated 
definition of a R-module as a homogeneous algebra ~ = [{V), {+, -, 0, R}] 
which is normally invoked in universal algebra [1, p. 132]. In the latter 
definition, each "element" A ~ R is considered as a different unary operation 
fa :v~ Av. 
EXAMPLE 2. A monoid M acting on a set S is a heterogeneous algebra 
[{M, S}, {,, 1M; "}], where the operations 9 : M x M -~ M and 1 i  of M 
1 Here and elsewhere, U denotes disjoint union. 
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and 9 : M • S -+ S satisfy the identity and associativity laws IM 9 s ----- s 
and (in * n) 9 s = m 9 (n 9 s), respectively. 
In this paper, we shall be especially interested in the following kind of 
heterogeneous algebra. 
EXAMPLE 3. A (sequential) machine or automaton is a heterogeneous 
algebra M = [6 ~, F] in which 50 = {S, .4, Z} contains three phyla; a 
non-void set S of "states," a non-void set .4 of  input symbols (the "input 
alphabet"),  and a finite set Z of output symbols (the "output  alphabet"). 
There are two binary operations in F: 
v : S X A --+ S ("change of state"), (2a) 
: S x A --+ Z ("output  function"). (2b) 
A machine may be conveniently specified by a state diagram [8, p. 17]. 
A state diagram is a labeled graph in which the nodes represent states, 
and the label a/z associated with the arc f rom node (state) s to t indicates 
that v(s, a) = t and ~(s, a) = z. For example, the machine M specified 
by the state diagram of Figure 1 below has S = {1, 2, 3}, A = {a, b, c}, 
and Z = {0, 1}. The label a/O on the arrow f rom node 1 to 2 indicates that 
v(1, a) = 2 and ~(1, a) = 0, and similarly for the rest of the state diagram. 
/•,C/0 
a/O 
F~GtrRE 1 
EXAMPLE 4. Associated with every machine or automaton is a state 
machine [8, p.18] or semiautomaton [6, p. 40] obtained by "forgetting" 
about Z and ~. Thus a state machine is a heterogeneous algebra M---- 
[{S, A}, {v}]. Evidently the class of all state machines constitutes a family 
of algebras. 
A state machine can also be defined as a homogeneous algebra [{S}, F], 
where F contains a unary operation f ,  : S --* S defined by s ~-* v(s, a) 
for each letter a of the input alphabet A. The class of all state machines 
does not constitute a family of  algebras as homogeneous algebras because 
the set F of  operations depends on the input alphabet A. 
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2. SUBALGEBRAS 
DEFINITION. A subalgebra [{Ti}, F] of an algebra A -~ [{Si}, F] is a 
family of subsets Ti C Si (i ~ I) closed under the operations of F. More 
precisely, the condition is that for each f~ 6F, if tk 6 T~(k.~) for k = 
1, 2 ..... n = n(o0 then f~(tl, t2 ..... t,) 6 Tr(~) 9 
Note that the possibility that some Ti are void is not excluded by the 
above definition. However, if F contains any nullary operation, say f~, 
which selects an element t 6 Sr(~), then we require every subalgebra 
[{T~}, F] of A to contain this t. A subalgebra [{T~}, F] with one or more T~ 
void is said to be degenerate. 
When applied to machines, the above definition of subalgebra yields 
a notion of a submachine which is equivalent to that in [8, p. 19]. Given a 
machine M = [{S, A, Z}, {v, ~}] and subsets S 1 C S, A 1 C A, Z a C Z, 
then M1 = [{S1,A1,Z1},{v, ~}] is a submachine of M when (i) 
S~ contains with each of its states all those states v(s, a) accessible from s 
via inputs a of A~, and (ii) for every state s of S~ and input symbol a of 
A1, Z1 contains the output symbol ~(s, a). 
Diagrams of three submachines of the machine M of Figure 1, Example 
3, are given in Figure 2. 
(a )  
Q/O 
b /OQ~~~b/1  
(b) (c )  ;o.o 
a/O 
a/O 
FIG. 2. Sample submachines. 
Let By = [{Ti,,}, F] be a family of subalgebras of A = [{Si}, F]. Then 
the intersection (']~ B, is the system [{~, T~,v}, F], and we have, as in 
[9, p. 120], 
PROPOSITION 1. Any intersection N~ B, ofsubalgebras B~ = [{Ti,v}, F] 
of A is a subalgebra. 
Let A ---- [{Si},F] be an algebra, and let 57- = {Ti} be contained in A; 
i.e., Ti C Si for all i ~ L Denote by f f  = [{~}, F] the intersection of all 
subalgebras of A containing ~-. Then Y will be called the subalgebra 
generated by J- ,  and J -  a "generating family of sets" for 2F. 
For families 3 -= {Ti} and q /= {Ui} we clearly have: (i) 3 -C  3 TM, 
(ii) ~-" = 3 -=, and (iii) i f3 -  C q/, then 3 = C ~;. In other words [1, p. 112], 
we have 
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PROPOSITION 2. The correspondence J" ~ ~ is a 
[1, p. 111] on the set I l i~i Si . 
As another consequence, we have (cf. [1, p. 111]) 
closure operation 
PROPOSITION 3. The subalgebras of an algebra form a complete lattice. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let M be a monoid of functions acting on a set S. Then 
U = [{M, ~(S)}, F] is a heterogeneous algebra, where F = {., 1, O, U, ', *} 
contains besides the monoid operations of M and Boolean operations 
on ~(S), the binary cross-operation 9 : M • B ~ B which assigns to 
eachf~ M and T~ ~(S) the image of T under f. 
This example is closely related to the homogeneous algebra V = [~(S), F], 
where F = {0, U, ', M} consists of Boolean operations and the "actions" 
o f f~  M on the T ~ ~(S). Note that U and Vhave very different subalgebra 
lattices. The least subalgebra of V consists of the field of sets generated 
(as a Boolean subalgebra of [~(S), 0,  [.J, ']) by the set 
F={T~(S)  I f (T )CT  all f~M},  
whereas U has many smaller subalgebras. 
3. MORPHISMS 
For similar algebras A = [{Si}, F] and B = [{Ti}, F], we have the fol- 
lowing 
DEFINITION. A morphism q~ from A to B is a set of functions 
r r~, (3) 
one for each i ~/, such that for any f~ E F, n = n(~), 
f ,o  (r X "'" X r = Cr (~)~ (4) 
As usual, morphisms which are injective (r injective for all i), surjective 
(r surjective for all i), or bijective (r bijective for all i), are called 
monomorphisms, epimorphisms, and isomorphisms, respectively. 
Thus in Example 1, the above definition makes a morphism of vector 
spaces [{R% R}, F] --~ [{S% S}, F], R a field, mean what is usually called 
a semilinear transformation. Again, if Z and Z,  have their usual meanings 
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(ring of integers and integers rood n), and we consider the modules Z 2 
and Z~ s as heterogeneous algebras, 
M = [{Z • Z, Z}, F], M~ ----- [{Z~ • Z~, Z~}, F], 
as in Example 1, then the assignments 
~1 : (a, b) --+ ([aln, [b]~), ~2 : a ~ [a]n 
define an epimorphism of M onto M, .  
In order to obtain the usual definition of morphism of R-modules 
[10, p. 193], in which the domain and codomain modules are assumed to 
have the same ring R of scalars and 4~s : R --+ R to be the identity mor- 
phism on R, one must consider the modules as homogeneous algebras [1, 
p. 132]. This interpretation has the advantage that the sum of any two 
linear transformations is itself a linear transformation. 
When applied to automata (Example 3), the above definition of mor- 
phism specializes to the following definition [8, p. 20]: 
Let M1 = [{S 1 , A 1 , Zl}, {v1, ~1}] and Ms : [{Ss, As, Zs}, {Vs, ~s}] be 
machines. Then the set of functions 
~, :s~ ~ ss ,  ~ : A1 --, A2, r : z~ ~ zs ,  (5) 
is a morphism of machines when 
vs(q~l(s), ~(a)) = ~l(va(s, a)), (6a) 
gs(~(s), ~s(a)) = ~3(~(s, a)) (6b) 
are identically satisfied. 
As an illustration of a morphism of machines, consider the machines 
341 and M s specified by the state diagrams of Figure 3. It is readily checked 
that the mappings 
~l:p~--~s ~2:a~--~x q~z : 1 ~-~ 0 
q~--~t b~--~y 0 ~--~ 1 
r~--~ t c~-~ y
constitute a morphism from machine 3/1 to machine M~. 
(a) M I 
FTG. 3. Morph ism of machines. 
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If q )= {~bi} and 71 = {~bi} are morphisms of algebras A -+ B and 
B --+ C, respectively, their composite, denoted (b o 7 t, is the set of mappings 
PROPOSITION 4. Any family of similar algebras forms a concrete 
category [10, p. 64] with respect o its morphisms. 
COROLLARY. The endomorphisms of any algebra form a monoid. 
The preceding proposition relates our general algebraic approach 
to automata to that of Eilenberg and Wright [5]. However, their technical 
definitions [5, w 12] are quite different from ours, being much more general. 
(Ours correspond much more closely to those usually used.) 
It is easily verified that, if ~ = {gb~ : S~ ~ Ti} is an isomorphism from 
an algebra A to an algebra B, then q)-i = {4-71 : T~ ~ Si} is an isomorphism 
from B to A, and from the above corollary we conclude 
PROPOSITION 5. The automorphisms of any algebra A form a group 
Aut A. 
A generalization of [1, p. 135, Theorem 3] is stated in 
PROPOSITION 6. For any morphism 9 = {~} : A --~ B: 
(i) /f A' ---- [{&'}, F] is a subalgebra of A then qb(A') = [{~i(Si')}, F] 
is a subalgebra of B; 
(ii) i fB'  ----- [{T/}, F] is a subalgebra of B then ~b-l(B ') = [((~71(T/)}, F] 
is a subalgebra of A. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let ~b = {~i} be a morphism A-+ B. I f  J = {Ti} 
is contained in A = [{Si}, F] (i.e., Ti C Sifor all i ~ I), then ~( J )  = q~(J); 
in words, the image of the subalgebra of A generated by d e is equal to the 
subalgebra of B generated by qb(J) = { ~i(Ti)}. 
COROLLARY. If q~ : A --+ B is an epimorphism with A = J ,  then B = 
q~(J); i.e., B is generated by qb(J) = {~i(Ti)}. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let q)= {q~i} and gt = {~bi} be morphisms A ~ B, 
and suppose that A = [{Si}, F] is generated by ~r = {Ti}; i.e., A = J .  
I f  q~i(x) = $i(x) for all x ~ Ti and all i ~ I then ~ -= yt (i.e., q~i = $i 
for all i ~ 1-). 
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4. CONGRUENCES 
A standard theorem on (homogeneous) algebras asserts that the epi- 
morphic images of any algebra. A are all determined, up to isomorphism, 
by the congruence relations on A. We now generalize this theorem to 
heterogeneous algebras; since one equivalence relation on each phylum 
is involved in the generalization, we replace the phrase "congruence 
relation" by the single word congruence. 
DEFINITION. A congruence on an algebra A = [{S~}, F] is a family 
g = {Ei} of equivalence relations, with Er defined on Si for each i ~/,  
which for each f~ E F and xj ,  y~-~ S~(j,~) has the following substitution 
property: 
xjEi(~,~) y~. ( j  ~ 1, 2 ..... n(~)) implies 
f~(xl ,..., Xn(~)) Er(~)f~( Yl ..... Yn(~)) (7) 
PROPOSITION 9. Let g = {E~} be a congruence on an algebra A = 
[{Si}, F] and let x ~-~ PEa(x) be the mapping which carries each x E Si into 
its equivalence class in Si/Ei. Then the operations f~ on {Si/Ei} given by, 
for n = n(a), 
f~(PE,(~.~,(xx) ..... PE,,..~,(x~)) = PE~,,,(f~(xl ,..., x,)) (8) 
define an algebra B = [{Si/Ei}, F] which is an epimorphic image of A under 
PROOF: By the substitution property of the E~, the operations f~ 
defined by (8) are single-valued. Also by (8), q) = {Pe) is a morphism 
from A to B; moreover, each q~i s clearly surjective so that 9 is an epi- 
morphism. 
The algebra B in the statement of Proposition 9 is called the quotient 
algebra of A relative to the congruence g, and is denoted A/g. 
A converse to Proposition 9 is provided by 
PROPOSITION 10. Let ~ = {~} be an epimorph&m A--+ B. Then a 
congruence ~ = {Ei} can be defined in A such that B is isomorphic to A/g. 
As in [9, p. 120], we have the following heterogeneous analog of Theorem 
6 of [1, p. 137]. 
PROPOSITION 11 (Morphism Theorem for Heterogeneous Algebras). 
The epimorphic images of any algebra .4 are determined up to isomorphism 
by the quotient algebras A/E defined by the congruences ~ on A. 
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The congruences do = {Ei} on an algebra A = [{Si}, F] are partially 
ordered as follows: for congruences do = {Ei}, ~ = {Fi} 
do <~ ~" when xE~ y implies xF~ y for all i e L (9) 
This poset has universal bounds &a = {Li}, ~ = {Ui} defined by: 
xL~ y, i f andon ly i f  x = y, I fo ra l l  i E L (10a) 
xUi y, for all x, y e S i ,  (10b) 
As in [9, p. 121], sharpened by the argument of  [1, Ch. 6, Theorem 8], 
we have also 
PROPOSITION 12. The poset H(A) of all congruences on an algebra 
A = [{S~}, F] forms a complete lattice, which is lattice-monomorphic to the 
product I I  = H(S1) • H(S~) • ... • H(SI) of the partition lattices H(Si). 
PROPOSITION 13. Let B = A/do be any epimorphic image of the 
algebra A = [{S~}, F]. Then the congruences on B are the partitions of the 
phyla of B defined by the congruences o~ >~ do on A. 
Proposition 13 also has the following immediate corollary. 
COROLLARY. Let do = {Ei} and o~ = {Fi} be congruences on an algebra 
A = [{S~}, F] with do <~ o~. Then A/o~ is an epimorphic image of A~& 
5. DIRECT PRODUCTS AND POWERS OF ALGEBRAS 
Let A = [{S~}, F] and B = [{Ti}, F] be any two similar heterogeneous 
algebras. Then the direct product A • B of A and B is the algebra 
[{Si • 7~i}, F],f~ defined for n = n(~) by: 
f~((xm,~), Yi(1,~)) ..... (xi(,,~), yi(,,~))) 
= (f~(xi(1,~) ,..., x~t,,~)),f~(Yi(1,~) ..... Yi(,.~))). (11) 
Thus, in Example 1 of Section 1, the direct product of two modules 
M 1 = [{gl,  R I},F  ] and M2 = [{V2, R2},F], regarded as heterogeneous 
algebras, is 3/1 • 3/2 = [{ V1 • V2, R1 • R2}, F] with the scalar multi- 
plication in M1 • Ms defined by (11, h2)(vl, v2) = (Alvl, h2v2). 
Note that when R = R' the direct product of modules as defined above 
does not agree with the (standard) definition of the direct sum of two 
R-modules as homogeneous algebras [10, p. 209]; in the latter case scalar 
multiplication is defined only when "~1 = ~2 9 
In Example 3 of Section 1, the direct product of  machines M 1 = 
[{$1, A1,2"1}, {Vl, ~1}1 and Ms = [{Ss, As,  Z~}, {v s , ~2}, regarded as 
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heterogeneous algebras, is the machine M1 • M2 = [{Si • Ss, Ai • As, 
Z1 • Zs}, {v, ~}], whose next-state function v and output function ~ are 
defined by: 
v((s,  , ss), (al , as)) = (vl(s l  , al) ,  vs(ss , as)), (12a) 
~((si, ss), (ai, as)) = (~1($1  , al), ~s(ss, as)). (12b) 
As usual, the corresponding definition for the direct product of state 
machines is obtained from the above by forgetting about outputs (Z, ~, 
and (12b)). 
1 
I 
FIG. 4(a). State Machine M 
(0'0)~ 
(0'0) ~ 0 ' | 1  
( t ' l ) '~  
(o'0) [. 
(0'0) 
FIG. 4(b). Heterogeneous Direct Product M • M 
FiG. 4(c). Homogeneous Direct Product M • M 
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A more restrictive definition of direct product for machines is obtained 
when they are considered as homogeneous algebras; this is the definition 
of Rabin and Scott [11, p. 74]; it is defined only for "similar" machines 
having fixed alphabets A, Z. Moreover, even in this case, the definitions 
are not equivalent. 
Thus, let Mhave A = Z =- {0, 1}. I fM is  considered as a heterogeneous 
algebra, the alphabet of M • ... • M ---- M r consists of all r-bit words. 
If, on the other hand, M is considered as a homogeneous algebra, the 
alphabet of M * still consists of just 0 and 1. 
The diagrams of Figure 4 will illustrate the distinction (for the case r = 2). 
We now generalize the definition of direct product given above. 
Let F be the index set of a family of similar algebras A~ = [{S~.~}, F], 
and define the (unrestricted) irect productI-[r A~ as the algebra [{6~}, F] 
where each ~ (i ~ I) is the set of all functions a~ : 7 --~ a~(7) ~ S~.~ with 
where 
f~(a~l,~) .... , aan.~)) = ar<~) ~A~) ,  
art~) : ~' ~'f~(ai<l,~)(y),..., ai~n.~)(7')). (13) 
As usual, the direct product Hr  A~ is independent of the order and order 
of combination of the factors. 
A special case of interest arises when A~ ---- ,4 for all y E F. In this case 
we denote Hr  d~ by A r and refer to it as the F-th (direc0 power of A. 
Consider again the direct product Fir A~ ---- [{~,}, F] of the algebras 
A~ = [{S,.~), F]. For any 3 ~ F we define the projection P8 as the set of 
mappings {pi.~}(i E I) 
p~,~ : Cli --" Si,~ : ai ~ ai(3). (14) 
As in [9, p. 120], where more is stated, we have 
PROPOSITION 14. For any direct product o f  heterogeneous algebras, 
Pa is an epimorphism Hr  Ar ~ Aa . 
6. WORD ALGEBRAS 
In this section and the next, the concepts of word algebra and free algebra 
will be extended from homogeneous to heterogeneous algebras. 
Consider the species of all algebras A = [{S~}, F] having a given set 
F = {f~} of operations, with index-set I of phyla. For any given family 
582/8/x-9 
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of non-void generator sets Xi  = (Xl i, x2 ~ ..... x~) ,  one for each i ~ L 
one can construct a (free) word algebra Wx(F) ,  where the symbol W stands 
for the set of indexed sets X i .  I f  m stands for the "vector" of non-zero 
cardinal numbers m~ = ]X~ 1, then W~(F) ,  is determined up to isomor- 
phism by m; hence we can write WIn(F) for the isomorphism-type of the 
W~(F)  with given m. 
The construction of the word algebra Wm(F ) is as follows [1, p. 141]: 
Define Wo(i) = X i ,  and, recursively, W~(i) = IA~A~f,(ul, u~ ..... u~(~)), 
where: 
(i) 
(ii) 
and 
(iii) 
A~ is the set off~ ~ F with values in the i-th phylum, 
1 " x i .... ) are in U~< o W~(i( j ,  oO), all u s = pj(x11,..., x~ ,..., xl',..., ~ 
some us E Wo_l(i(.j, ~)). 
Then U o~N Wo(i) = Wi ,  and WIn(F) is the algebra [{ Wi}, F]. 
The elements of Wi are called Wi-polynomials (words), those of Wp(i) 
are called Wi-polynomials of  rank p. Equality in Wm(F ) means formal 
identity: x~ = xf l  means j  = k, i = / ,  andf~(ul ,..., u~(~)) =3~(vl .... , Vn(~)) 
means that o~ =/3  and uk = vk for all k = 1, 2 ..... n(oO = n(fl). 
By construction, the sets X~ (i ~ I )  constitute a generating family of sets 
for W,~(F) ~--- Wgc(F), where W = {Xi} and mi = I X i  1. 
EXAMPLE 6. We apply the above construction to the species ~ of 
state machines ~ = [{S~ = S, S 2 = A}, {v}] of  Example 4 of Section 1, 
and construct he (free) word machine generated by set of states )(1 = {s, t} 
and set of  input letters X 2 = {x, y, z}. In this example m = (2, 3), and 
we denote the word machine by Wm(dZ). 
The states of this machine are the set of Wl-polynomials , t, v(s, x), 
v(s, y), v(s, z), v(v(s, x), x), v(v(s, x), y), etc. 
NOTATION. For  convenience we denote v(v(...(v(s, Xx), x2),...), x,) in 
abbreviated form by s 9 XlX 2 " .  x ,  . 
Returning to Example 6, we can now give an explicit description of  the 
states Wx of Wm(d~), namely, 
where X2* is the free monoid generated by X 2 = {x, y, z} under concat- 
enation. We define u 9 e, where e is the identity element of X2* (or "empty 
tape"), by u 9 e = u. The input symbols of Wm(~g ) are the W~-polynomials, 
namely, x, y, and z. 
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Note that for any (non-void))(1 and X2, W1 is never finite, so that 
Win(d/) is never a finite state machine. 
PROPOSITION 15. Let A = [{Si}, F] be an arbitrary F-algebra, and 
W~(F) = [{Wr F] the word algebra generated by W = {X,.}. Then any 
family ~b = {%} of mappings ~i : Xr ~ Si (i ~ I) extends uniquely to a 
morphism ~ : W~.(F) --~ A. 
IDEA OF PROOF: Intuitively speaking, ~ is the family of valuation 
maps which carries each Wcpolynomial 
I " X i ~...) p(Xll,-.., Xm I ,...~ Xi~,..., m i 
into what one gets by replacing the (free) generators xj k by their values 
~k(xj k) ~ $7~. This results in an element 
p(~l(xai),..., 1 ,i ~l(Xml) , . . . ,  ~i(X l  i) . . . . .  ~ i (Xmi ) , . . . )  (15) 
of the phylum Si. 
As in [9, p. 122], we also have 
PROPOSITION 16. Any F-algebra A = [{Si} , F] generated by W = {X i}  
is an epimorphic mage of the word algebra Wx(F). 
PROOF: By Proposition 15, there is a morphism (b: W~(F)~ A with 
~(x/)  = x~ for all x /~ X~ and i ~ I. Its image qg(Wx(F)) is a subalgebra 
which contains all X~ and hence A (since W generates A). Therefore ~ is 
onto, completing the proof. 
7. FREE ALGEBRAS 
We now define and construct free heterogeneous algebras, proving an 
existence and uniqueness theorem which generalizes the results of [1, Ch. 6, 
w from homogeneous to general heterogeneous algebras. This generalizes 
a result of Higgins [9, w who considered the special case that F was a 
variety, so that F~.(F)~ F. In this special case, condition F3 below is 
redundant, but it is needed to ensure uniqueness in our more general case. 
See also Gr/itzer [14]. 
Let F be a class of similar algebras A = ((Si}, F], and let ~r = {Xi} 
be a family of sets, each X~ having non-zero cardinality mi. We then 
have the following 
DEFINITION. An algebra C ---- [{Ui}, F] is said to he the free F-algebra 
generated by ~r, and denoted Cx(_P), when 
F1. C is generated by ~. 
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F2. For any algebra A E/" and set of mappings ~i : Xi --~ Si (i ~/), 
each ~i extends (uniquely) to a mapping 4Si : Ui -+ Si such that ~ : {~i} 
is a morphism C ~ A. 
F3. C is minimal subject o F1 and F2 in the following sense: if B is 
any other algebra satisfying F1 and F2, then C is an epimorphic image of B. 
REMARK. Since f generates Qr(F), the extension ~ postulated in F2 
is unique by Proposition 8. 
Note that the word algebra Wgc(F) always satisfies Ft and F2; F3 is 
needed to eliminate this and other algebras that are "too large" and fail to 
satisfy the identities holding in all algebras o f / ' .  We now show how to 
construct Cm(F), beginning with the special case that/1 = {A} is a single 
algebra. 
We first fix generator sets Xi = {x/} of cardinalities mi = IXil, and let 
Yf = {Xi}. We then construct Cm(A), we consider the set 7 t of all 
phylum-preserving assignments ~ : x /~ a /~ Si 9 We can think of 
as having as "components" arbitrary mappings q~i : Xi --~ Si, one for 
each phylum i ~ I; this suggests writing ~b : ~ ~ S. Let A I~I be the direct 
product (1W [-th power of A) of I ~FI copies of A, and let/~ : ~ ~ Ain't 
map each x /~Xi  into the element a /E  A IY't whose ~-component is
aj i : q~i(x/); let 6 ' /= {a/} 
PROPOSITION 17. The subalgebra ~ = [Xi, F] of Al~'l generated by the 
a~ above is the free A-algebra Cm(A ) with ms generators in the i-th phylum. 
PROOF: By construction, F1 holds. Moreover the proof of F2 is only 
a little more difficult; the morphism desired is obtained by fixing attention 
on the appropriate ~-component of Cm(A). Finally, if B is any other 
F-algebra which satisfies F1 and F2 for/~ = {A}, then the ] W I morphisms 
: B -+ A whose existence isasserted in F1 and F2 define an epimorphism 
: B ~ Cm(A ) as constructed above. 
REMARK. The fact that in determined Cm(A ) up to isomorphism was 
evident above. We now show that it follows abstractly from conditions 
F1-F3. Indeed, let C and (~ be free F-algebras generated by &r and 
whose corresponding phyla Xi and -~i are bijective for bijections fli (have 
the same cardinality, so that m ---- frO, then the extension of {fii} will be 
an isomorphism/3 : C -+ ~. Thus we may also refer the isomorphism-type 
of C~(P) as the free F-algebra with mi generators in its i-th phylum, and 
denote it by Cm(/-'), where m is the "vector" whose i-th component is the 
non-zero cardinal number mi. 
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By Proposition 16, 3~ is an epimorphism image of the word algebra 
W~(F)---- [{W i}, F], whence by Proposition 11 ~---- Wx(F)/r for some 
congruence o ~ of W~-polynomials defined in Section 6 
9 i p(x11,..., x lmi  . . . .  , X 1' . . . . .  Xm t . . . .  ) ,  
where the x /~ X, ( j  = 1, 2 ..... m,) freely generate the i-th phylum. For 
polynomials Pl,  Pz ~ Wx(F), we see from definition of 1~ that Px and p~ 
are equal asfunctionsI-IiS~, -+ S~; Le., whenever p~ and P2 have the same 
value for every family of valuations 9 ----- {~, : X, --+ Si} of the generators 
xj * ~ X~ to the a/E  S~. By definition, these equivalences px ~ P2 (rood ~) 
are precisely the identities valid in A. 
Proposition 17 represents Cm(A ) as a subalgebra of a power (product of 
copies) of A, one for each set of valuations ~ ---- {ff~}. We thus have the 
following 
COROLLARY. / fA  = [{Si}, F] is a "finite" algebra (i.e., A has a "finite" 
number of phyla Si each of which is of "finite" order I Si l) and m = (mi) 
is a finite vector of mi ~ P, then the free A-algebra Cm(A ) is a (finite) sub- 
algebra of the "finite" algebra A[III Isd"q. 
We shall now generalize Proposition 17 to any set /" of F-algebras 
A~ = A(7 ). We first fix generator sets Xi = {x/} ofcardinalities mi = I Xi I, 
and let ~ = {Xi} as before. Proposition 17 associates with ~ and each 
A(7) ~/"  a free algebra C~ = C~(A(y)) with generator sets Xi ,  and a 
monomorphism, @~ from C~ to a power (product of copies) of A(y). 
We now let y range over/ ' ;  the result is a mapping q) from Y" to Fir  A(y) m. 
Let ~7- ___ {Ti} be the F-subalgebra generated by qb(y') in this product of 
copies of the A(7); we shall call this Cx(/'), and designate its isomorphism- 
type by Cm(-P ). We then have 
PROPOSITION 18. Let there be given a set 1-" of F-algebras A(y), and 
indexed generator sets Xi of  cardinalities mi (i ~ 1"), one for each phylum. 
Then there exists an F algebra Cm(F) which satisfies conditions F1-F3; 
it is a subalgebra of products of copies of the A(7) ~ 1-'. 
We now ask: given a class _P of similar algebras, when will the free 
algebra Cm(F ) be a member of F? Proposition 18 establishes Cm(F) as 
a subalgebra of a direct product of powers of the A(~,) ~ _P, as in [9, p. 124], 
COROLLARY l. A sufficient condition for Cn,(1-') ~ Fis that I" be closed 
under the taking of subalgebras and direct products. 
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COROLLARY 2. The identities valid in Cm(F) are precisely the identities 
in mi or fewer symbols for elements from the i-th phylum which are valid in 
all A~, E 1". 
In the more general context of Z-algebras, Gr/itzer [14] has proved a 
much stronger esult: if J is any set of identities meaningful for the 
operations of F, then among all F-algebras atisfying all identities of J and 
having mi or fewer generators of the i-th phylum, Cm(F) is one of which all 
other are subalgebras of epimorphic images. 
8. FREE MACHINES 
In this section we use Proposition 17 to construct he free (state) 
machine F~(M) generated by one state letter s, and two input letters x 
and y (i.e., ~Y = {)/1, X2} where X1 = {s}, and X~ = {x,y}), where 
M = [{S, A}, {v}] is the state machine specified by the state diagram of 
Figure 5. 
FIO. 5. Another state machine. 
0 
By Proposition 17, F~(M) is a subalgebra of M urn, where the vector 
m ---- (1, 2) for our example. Thus F~(M) is a subalgebra of the dirct 
power M 1~. 
We now determine the state and input phyla of F~(M) by computing a
truth-table (Table I) which displays the values in M of the polynomials of 
the word machine generated by ~ (Example 6) for all possible assignments 
(valuations) ~ of the free input symbols x and y to the input symbols {0, 1} 
of M and the free state symbol s to the states { p, q, r} of M. 
From Table I we see that F~(M) has 9 states, which we can conveniently 
designate by s, s. x, s. y, s. xx, s. xy, s. yx, s. yy, s. xyx, s. xyy; and two 
input letters x and y. The state diagram for F~(M) is given in Figure 6. 
From either the truth-table of the state diagram of F~(M), we can 
ascertain by inspection all identities holding in the given machine M. 
One such identity is 
S. XXX ~ S. X;  
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TRUTH-TABLE FOR Fx(M) 
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Valuations 
s p q r 
(x ,y)  O00 l  10 11 O0 O1 10 11 O0 O1 10 11 
State Polynomials 
s p p p p q q q q r r r r 
s .x  p p q q q q r r p p q q 
s .y  p q p q q r q r p q p q 
s. xx  p p r r q q q q p p r r 
s. xy  p q q r q r p q p q q r 
s. yx  p q q r q p r q p q q r 
s. yy  p r p r q q q q p r p r 
s. xxx  = s .x  p p q q q q r r p p q q 
s. xxy  = s. y p q p q q r q r p q p q 
s. xyx  p q r r q p q q p q r r 
s. xyy  p r q q q q p r p r q q 
s. yxx  = s. xyy  p r q q q q p r p r q q 
s. yxy  = s. xyy  p r q q q q p r p r q q 
s. yyx  = s. x p p q q q q r r p p q q 
s. yyy=s .y  p q p q q r q r p q p q 
s. xyxx  = s. yx  p q q r q p r q p q q r 
s. xyxy  = s. yy  p r p r q q q q p r p r 
s. xyyx  = s, xx  p p r r q q q q p p r r 
s. xyyy  = s. xy  p q q r q r p q p q , q r 
Input Polynomials 
x 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
y 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
this identity states that, no matter what state the machine M is in initially, 
the application of a tape consisting of 3 repetitions of either one of the 
input symbols 0, 1 results in the same final state as applying a tape con- 
sisting of a single occurrence of that same symbol. 
As another example, consider the identity 
s .  yyx  ~ S .X ,  
which holds in M (and hence in F~(M)). This identity states that, for any 
initial state, the processing of a tape consisting of any input symbol 
repeated twice followed by any other input symbol (perhaps the same one) 
results in the same final output symbol. 
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x,y 
y 
Y 
FIG. 6. State diagram of F~(M). 
In discussing Example 6, we observed that the word machine is never 
a finite state machine. For the case of free machines the situation is quite 
different. Specifically, f rom the representation of the free algebra Fm(F )
provided by Proposit ion 17, we have the following 
PROPOSITION 19. Let [" be a finite set of finite state machines M(7 ) = 
[(S(~,), A(y)}, {v, ~}]. Then the free machine Fro(l-' ) with m generators of 
the state phylum, and m' generators of the input phylum (m, m' finite) is 
a (finite) submachine of the finite state machine 
l--[ A(~') Is~')l"lA~')lm'' 
/- 
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